INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

The therapeutic landscape in melanoma has undergone paradigm-defining changes in the past 3 years. Prior to 2011, there were only two drugs (dacarbazine and high-dose interleukin-2, \[HD IL-2\]) approved in the United States (US) for the treatment of advanced or unresectable disease. This has now tripled in 2013 with approvals of ipilimumab and vemurafenib in 2011 and dabrafenib and trametinib in 2013. For the first time in decades, the median survival for patients with metastatic melanoma has exceeded 12 months. Much of this improvement has come with greater understanding of the molecular biology in this malignancy. Despite these advances, nearly 9500 patients will succumb to melanoma in 2013 in the US, stressing the ongoing need for investigation in this field.\[[@ref1]\]

In this review, we highlight the drugs that have impacted these changes and provide our insight on their use for the individual melanoma patient. We also discuss agents of promise in clinical trials in melanoma. A summary of the agents reviewed in this report with the response rate (RR) observed in melanoma is collated in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Therapeutic agents listed in review

![](JC-13-1-g001)

CYTOTOXIC T-LYMPHOCYTE ANTIGEN-4 {#sec1-2}
================================

Melanoma has been characterized as one of the most immunogenic tumors stemming from initial reports of spontaneous regressions.\[[@ref2]\] From years of clinical experience we also know that melanoma responds to immune stimulation in the form of interferon-alpha and HD IL-2.\[[@ref3][@ref4][@ref5]\] Responses to HD IL-2 are around 16%, with 6% being complete responses (CR) and 60% of CRs being durable. Multiple approaches that aim at triggering immune responses have been trialed over the years, but disappointingly with little success until recently. For example, vaccines aimed at various melanoma targets, have failed to demonstrate significant clinical responses to date.\[[@ref6]\]

The discovery of CD28 and CTLA-4\'s opposing effects on the response of T-cells to stimulation laid the foundation for the development of drugs targeting the CTLA-4 receptor.\[[@ref7][@ref8]\] The CTLA-4 receptor is a negative regulator of the immune system, which is expressed on T-cells 48 h after T-cell activation.\[[@ref9]\] CTLA-4 binds to B7 on the antigen presenting cell with a higher affinity than CD28, thereby inhibiting the second signal required for T-cell activation and essentially "*puts the brakes on the immune system*".\[[@ref10]\] Two monoclonal antibodies targeting the CTLA-4 receptor have been developed, tremelimumab and ipilimumab and tested extensively in clinical trials. Both bind the CTLA-4 receptor allowing immune stimulation and T-cells to become activated and maintain activation. In CTLA-4 knockout mice, a massive expansion of T-cells occurs, killing mice within 3-4 weeks as a result of extensive lymphoproliferation.\[[@ref11][@ref12]\] Presently, only ipilimumab has received US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval in the treatment of advanced melanoma, based on an improvement in overall survival (OS) from two Phase III clinical trials.\[[@ref13][@ref14]\] This benefit however was not seen with tremelimumab when compared to dacarbazine or temozolomide in a separate trial.\[[@ref15]\]

Ipilimumab is a fully humanized immunoglobin G1 (IgG) recombinant monoclonal antibody. When compared to the gp100 peptide vaccine in a randomized, controlled Phase III trial in previously treated advanced melanoma patients, ipilimumab improved OS by 3.6 months.\[[@ref13]\] In a separate Phase III trial in treatment-naïve advanced melanoma patients, the addition of ipilimumab to dacarbazine significantly improved OS by 2.1 months compared with dacarbazine alone.\[[@ref14]\] RRs by response evaluation criteria in solid tumors (RECIST) in these trials were only about 10-15%, but this does not account for stable disease with a prolonged response, progression of disease before regression and regression of target lesions in the presence of new lesions. These observations prompted the development of the immune-related response criteria, which takes a dynamic account of disease burden into consideration, including the development of new lesions, which are simply classified as progressive disease by RECIST.\[[@ref16]\] Approximately, 30% of patients have disease control with ipilimumab, which translates to significant durable responses in many patients. Importantly, ipilimumab has improved survival by 10% at 2 and 3 years when compared with other therapies. Durability of responses and assessing the plateau at the "*tail*" of the survival curve with ipilimumab appears to mimic the experience with IL-2 suggesting that selected patients may be cured with this approach.

Unfortunately, the benefits of ipilimumab are not without significant toxicities, specifically immune related adverse events (iRAE\'s), which resulted in 14 deaths in the first Phase III clinical trial (7 of which were attributed to immune toxicity).\[[@ref13]\] At the 3 mg/kg dose, approximately 60% of patients have an iRAE, with 10-15% grade 3/4 in nature.\[[@ref13][@ref17]\] The most frequently encountered iRAE\'s occur in the gastrointestinal tract, skin and liver. The most recent Phase III trial did not report any deaths, suggesting that the development of standardized management protocols for iRAEs and vigilance in monitoring and treating iRAEs is paramount along with good provider-patient communication.\[[@ref14]\] This appears to mirror the learning curve of HD IL-2 administration with progressive improvement in the morbidity and mortality related to this therapy over time.\[[@ref18]\]

BRAF {#sec1-3}
====

The discovery of v-Raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B (BRAF) mutations by the Sanger Institute has been the defining moment in melanoma molecular biology to date.\[[@ref19]\] BRAF is a key member of the Rat sarcoma (RAS)mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, a known regulator of cell growth and proliferation and when mutated can act as an oncogene. BRAF is highly expressed in testis, hematopoietic stems cells, neuronal tissue and melanocytes with mutations identified most frequently in papillary thyroid cancer, colorectal cancer and melanoma (BRAF mutations have also been discovered in a multitude of other cancers, but at a much lower rates). Approximately, 50% of cutaneous melanomas harbor a BRAF mutation, 97% of which are a result of a substitution of valine for glutamate at the 600 position of the amino acid sequence, the so-called V600E mutation.\[[@ref20][@ref21]\] This revelation re-invigorated targeted drug investigations in melanoma that were initially tempered by the failure of sorafenib, a moderate pan-inhibitor of BRAF in metastatic melanoma.\[[@ref22][@ref23]\] Development of specific and highly potent BRAF mutant inhibitors such as vemurafenib resulted in responses of approximately 80% in a Phase I/II trial.\[[@ref24]\] Using the established oral dose of 960 mg twice a day from this Phase I trial, vemurafenib was tested versus dacarbazine in a Phase III randomized clinical trial in advanced treatment-naïve melanoma patients. Vemurafenib had significantly better response and survival rates leading to its approval in 2011 for use in patients harboring the BRAF^V600E^ mutation.\[[@ref25]\]

Dabrafenib is another orally administered potent inhibitor of mutant BRAF and showed promising results in the early Phase I/II trials, with a RR of 69% and a dose of 150 mg twice daily was established.\[[@ref26]\] The randomized, controlled Phase III clinical trial in treatment-naïve advanced melanoma patients revealed a better RR and progression-free survival (PFS) (5.1 months vs. 2.7 months; hazard ratio \[HR\] 0.33, 95% confidence interval \[CI\], 0.18-0.51, *P* \< 0.0001) when compared to dacarbazine.\[[@ref27]\] In the initial report, the difference in OS was not statistically different (HR 0.61 in favor of dabrafenib, 95% CI, 0.25-1.48), but this may have been in part due to the permitted crossover to the dabrafenib arm for patients who progressed on dacarbazine. Based on these results dabrafenib became the second BRAF inhibitor to receive US FDA approval in May 2013 for BRAF^V600E^ mutant melanoma.

Despite an initial remarkably high RR of 50% with both dabrafenib and vemurafenib, nearly all patients universally progress by 12 months. The average time of response is approximately 6 months, with disease progression that can often be rapid and lethal.\[[@ref25][@ref28]\] Resistance has been documented to occur via a number of MAPK dependent pathways (e.g., mitogen-activated/extracellular signal - regulated protein kinase, MEK mutations; NRAS up-regulation) and non-MAPK dependent pathways (e.g. insulin growth factor receptor, platelet derived growth factor receptor, etc.).\[[@ref28][@ref29][@ref30][@ref31][@ref32][@ref33][@ref34][@ref35][@ref36][@ref37][@ref38]\] Further research will continue to define novel combinations and drugs that may be able to overcome resistance mechanisms.

Toxicity to BRAF inhibitors includes prominent photosensitivity, skin rash that is predominantly maculo papular in nature, QT interval prolongation, arthralgia and often most alarming to patients, the development of keratoacanthomas (KA).\[[@ref25][@ref39]\] Approximately 20% of patients will develop KAs during therapy, highlighting the importance of referral to a dermatologist for monitoring and management.\[[@ref40]\] KA are usually treated with simple surgical excision, not necessitating a dose reduction or withholding of the BRAF inhibitor.\[[@ref40]\]

MEK {#sec1-4}
===

MEK is a downstream target in the MAPK pathway and is the only known substrate for BRAF. Preclinical work has established MEK as a valid therapeutic target in the treatment of melanoma.\[[@ref41]\] Multiple drugs targeting MEK have been developed and are currently being investigated clinically. Selumetinib is a potent, orally available, MEK 1/2 inhibitor which has been shown to possess activity in melanoma cell lines.\[[@ref42]\] A Phase I trial showed disease stabilization in patients with melanoma.\[[@ref43]\] A Phase II, open-label, randomized controlled trial of selumetinib versus temozolomide in treatment-naïve advanced melanoma patients showed no difference in objective RRs or PFS between the two arms.\[[@ref44]\] Although this was a population unselected for mutations in BRAF/NRAS, five of the six partial responders to selumetinib were BRAF mutant suggesting its utility as a biomarker for further study.

Trametinib is another orally available potent MEK 1/2 inhibitor, which has shown preclinical evidence of antitumor activity in melanoma.\[[@ref45]\] Phase I and II trial data demonstrated its activity in BRAF inhibitor-naïve BRAF mutant melanoma.\[[@ref46][@ref47]\] Phase I data established 2 mg once daily as the recommended dose and also revealed better responses (40%) in patients not previously treated with a BRAF inhibitor (compared to 17% in those with BRAF-mutant tumors who had prior exposure to BRAF inhibitor therapy).\[[@ref46]\] A subsequent Phase II study in BRAF positive cutaneous melanoma with two cohorts, previously treated with or without a BRAF inhibitor, also confirmed improved outcomes in patients who were BRAF inhibitor naïve.\[[@ref47]\] Patients who were naïve had a RR of 25% and a PFS of 4.0 months, compared with 0% and 1.8 months in the previously treated group.

METRIC was a Phase III randomized, controlled clinical trial of trametinib 2 mg once daily as compared to chemotherapy (dacarbazine or paclitaxel, investigator preference) in treatment-naïve advanced melanoma patients who were BRAF V600E or K mutant.\[[@ref48]\] The 6-month OS (81% vs. 67%), median PFS (4.8 months vs. 1.5 months) and RR (22% vs. 8%) were all significantly improved with trametinib. The median OS had not yet been reached at the time of publication. Rash (predominantly papulopustular as opposed to maculopapular with BRAF inhibitors), diarrhea and peripheral edema were the most common adverse effects encountered. Other significant adverse effects included ventricular dysfunction and/or a decreased ejection fraction and ocular toxicity. Unlike BRAF inhibitors, squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) or KAs were not observed with trametinib. Based on these data, trametinib was approved by the US FDA in May 2013 for the treatment of BRAF^V600E/K^ mutant melanoma advanced melanoma that had not been previously treated with a BRAF inhibitor. It is unclear where the true utility of this drug as a single agent may lie in this patient population as the RRs are less compared with BRAF inhibitors. The preferred patient population would likely be one where a BRAF inhibitor is not tolerated, but not where resistance has already developed.

COMBINING MEK AND BRAF INHIBITORS {#sec1-5}
=================================

Until date, combining orally available targeted therapies has been a challenge with significant dose-limiting toxicities and without a true clinical benefit gleaned. The majority of patients eventually develop resistance to BRAF inhibitors 6 to 7 months after initiating treatment via several mechanisms, both dependent and independent of the MAPK pathway. Pre-clinically, complete inhibition of this pathway can be attained by combining a MEK and BRAF inhibitor, which may forestall resistance to either therapy alone.\[[@ref49]\] In addition, another benefit of MEK and BRAF combination therapy is the potential for reduced rates of SCC development, which has been associated with MAPK activation.\[[@ref50][@ref51]\]

To explore these hypotheses, a Phase I/II open label trial of dabrafenib and trametinib in advanced melanoma patients with BRAF^V600E/K^ mutations was conducted in three parts.\[[@ref52]\] Part A evaluated the pharmacokinetic interaction, part B evaluated escalating doses of both drugs and part C was the Phase 2 portion that randomized patients 1:1:1 to receive dabrafenib 150 mg twice a day alone or in combination with trametinib at a dose of 1 or 2 mg once daily respectively. The median PFS (9.4 months vs. 5.8 months; HR for progression or death = 0.39, 95% CI, 0.25-0.62, *P* \< 0.001), RR (76% vs. 54%) and 1-year survival with no progression (41% vs. 9%) all were significantly improved with the addition of trametinib (2 mg daily) to dabrafenib compared with the latter as a single agent. The rate of cutaneous SCC was also less with the combination (for both arms with trametinib). The combination arms experienced a higher rate of pyrexia and chills, including the need for hospitalization in some patients. The use of combination MEK/BRAF inhibitor therapy is currently being explored in the Phase III setting to determine whether it will supplant the use of single agent BRAF inhibitor therapy in the appropriate patient population.

PHOSPHOINOSITIDE-3-KINASE/MAMMALIAN TARGET OF RAPAMYCIN {#sec1-6}
=======================================================

The PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway has an essential role in many growth related physiologic functions and survival processes in human cells and tumorigenesis.\[[@ref53]\] Deregulation of AKT3 has been shown to promote melanomagenesis and may occur in up to 60% of melanomas.\[[@ref54]\] Phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), a tumor suppressor gene, also has a role in the regulation of this pathway and if inactivated will result in high levels of PI3K-AKT activation. Decreases in PTEN arise in 10-43% of cutaneous melanomas.\[[@ref55][@ref56]\] mTOR, a key regulator of cell growth and survival, is also involved in the PI3K-AKT pathway, as mTORC1 is a direct target of AKT. Rapamycin, an mTOR analog, has been shown to decrease growth of melanoma cells.\[[@ref57]\] Recently, combined inhibition of MEK and the PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathways was shown to be required for complete inhibition of NRAS mutant melanomas.\[[@ref58]\]

RAS, a member of the MAPK pathway, also has direct interaction with PI3K with notions of crosstalk as evidenced by RAS\'s ability to increase PI3K activity. There is intriguing data that PTEN loss and constitutive activation of the PI3K-AKT pathway may play a role in resistance patterns seen with BRAF and MEK inhibitors.\[[@ref29][@ref59]\] Pre-clinically, it has been shown that persistent activation of the AKT pathway is associated with resistance to BRAF/MEK inhibitors.\[[@ref59][@ref60]\] Shorter PFS with a BRAF inhibitor has been shown to occur in patients with the loss of PTEN function. Combining BRAF/MEK inhibitors with the PI3K/mTOR inhibitor, GSK2126458, decreased cell growth *in vitro* among cell lines resistant to BRAF inhibition.\[[@ref61]\]

There are a number of investigational drugs in various development stages targeting this pathway, along with two commercially available mTOR inhibitors, everolimus and temsirolimus. While the PI3K-Akt-mTOR pathway has been shown to effectively sensitize melanoma cells *in vitro* to alkylating agents,\[[@ref62]\] a Phase II study combining temozolomide with everolimus failed to show significant activity.\[[@ref63]\] Similarly, temsirolimus has also been trialed in metastatic melanoma through a Phase II trial of the California Cancer Consortium, but unfortunately with limited success.\[[@ref64]\] It has been postulated that mTOR inhibitors alone may not work in melanoma due to a compensatory hyper-activation of AKT.

Perifosine, an alkylphosphocholine analog, has been shown to decrease levels of AKT. A Phase II study of perifosine in previously untreated patients with metastatic melanoma did not have any objective responses in the 14 evaluable patients.\[[@ref65]\] To the best of our knowledge there is no current human clinical data available with the use of PI3K targeted drugs. Trials are now underway enrolling patients to new drugs targeting the PI3K-AKT pathway in melanoma. Until more in-depth data is obtained, the significance of the PI3K-AKT and mTOR pathways in melanoma remains undefined.

VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR {#sec1-7}
==================================

Angiogenesis has been shown to an important component of tumor growth and progression in many tumor types. VEGF and fibroblast growth factor (FGF) are angiogenic factors that have been implicated in melanoma progression and growth.\[[@ref66]\] VEGF is also up-regulated in melanoma cells when exposed to chemotherapy.\[[@ref67]\] Bevacizumab, a monoclonal antibody that binds extracellular VEGF, has been evaluated in multiple studies for the treatment of metastatic melanoma. As a single-agent, with or without the addition of low dose interferon-alpha 2b, bevacizumab failed to produce significant responses with one patient on the combined arm demonstrating a partial response.\[[@ref68]\] With the addition of HD interferon alpha-2b, responses have been noted as high as 24%.\[[@ref69]\] von Moos *et al*. conducted a Phase II trial evaluating the efficacy of temozolomide with the addition of bevacizumab 10 mg/kg every 2 weeks.\[[@ref70]\] 62 patients with untreated metastatic melanoma were enrolled with 1 CR and 9 PRs, for an overall RR of 16.1%.

Bevacizumab has also been combined with carboplatin and paclitaxel in two separate Phase II trials. The first was a single arm Phase II study which had 9 PRs for an overall RR of 17% with 57% having stable disease for at least 8 weeks.\[[@ref71]\] The second, termed the BEAM study, was a randomized multicenter Phase II study of carboplatin and paclitaxel with either bevacizumab 15 mg/kg every 3 weeks or placebo in previously untreated metastatic melanoma.\[[@ref72]\] The primary endpoint was PFS, with secondary endpoints of OS and safety. With 214 patients randomized in a 2:1 ratio to bevacizumab or placebo, the trial failed to meet its primary endpoint, with a PFS of 4.2 months in the placebo arm versus 5.6 months in the bevacizumab arm (*P* = 0.1414). There was a trend towards improved RR (25.55% vs. 16.4%) and OS (12.3 vs. 8.6 months), but neither was statistically significant. One trial has also been conducted evaluating the addition of bevacizumab to carboplatin and nab-paclitaxel or temozolomide in chemotherapy-naïve metastatic melanoma patients.\[[@ref73]\] Temozolomide and bevacizumab had a RR of 23.8%, with a median PFS and OS of 3.8 and 12.3 months, respectively. The bevacizumab, carboplatin, nab-paclitaxel arm had an impressive RR of 33.3% with median PFS and OS of 6.7 and 13.9 months, respectively. In an upcoming Phase II randomized study, the combination of nab-paclitaxel plus bevacizumab will be compared to ipilimumab in advanced melanoma (NCT01879306). Bevacizumab has also been examined in combination with temsirolimus in a Phase II trial in patients with advanced melanoma.\[[@ref74]\] In 17 patients enrolled, there were three partial responses (18%) noted and 8 patients (47%) had stable disease. Eight of 10 patients with wild-type BRAF had a response or stable disease. Aflibercept (VEGF-trap), is another VEGF targeted molecule with potent preclinical activity against melanoma and acts as a decoy VEGF receptor. In a multicenter, Phase II study in advanced chemotherapy-naïve melanoma (cutaneous or uveal origin) patients, 50% of evaluable patients were progression-free for at least 4 months with a 1-year OS of 56%.\[[@ref75]\]

Oral VEGF targeted therapies have also been trialed in melanoma. Axitinib, a VEGF 1-3 inhibitor, was tested in a multicenter Phase II trial with 6 of 32 patients having a partial response (18.8%).\[[@ref76]\] The median duration of response was 5.9 months with a median OS of 6.6 months. Dovitinib, a dual inhibitor of VEGF and FGF, has also been tested in advanced melanoma. A Phase I/II trial in advanced melanoma patients refractory to or relapsed after standard therapy evaluated dovitinib 200-500 mg/day.\[[@ref77]\] 47 patients were enrolled, with no responses gleaned and a best overall response of stable disease in 12 patients. Although VEGF targeted therapy has yielded responses in melanoma, the jury is still out on its role in improving outcomes. Until such data is available, VEGF-targeted therapy should still be considered investigational.

KIT {#sec1-8}
===

The KIT gene encodes for the protein c-kit or CD117 and is expressed on a variety of cells including interstitial cells of Cajal, mast cells, hematopoietic progenitor cells and melanocytes. In melanoma, KIT has been shown to be an important factor in melanocyte growth.\[[@ref78]\] When the ligand for c-kit, stem cell factor, binds to the receptor it causes dimerization and internal activation of tyrosine kinase signaling leading to cell proliferation and survival. Mutations in c-kit, resulting in constitutive activation of the pathway, are common in gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST). In the unselected melanoma population, c-kit mutations occur at a low rate.\[[@ref79]\] However, in selected melanoma patients with chronic sun damaged skin, acral lentiginous or mucosal melanoma sub-types, mutations or amplification of c-kit have been described in up 25% of cases.\[[@ref80]\]

Imatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor approved for GIST and chronic myeloid leukemia is known to inhibit c-kit, abl and platelet derived growth factor. Early clinic trials utilizing imatinib in advanced melanoma were disappointing with a response in only one patient across 3 Phase II trials.\[[@ref81][@ref82][@ref83]\] Importantly, the sole patient with a response had the highest c-kit expression, prompting further interest of imatinib use in patients with c-kit aberrations. Subsequent case reports noted major responses in melanoma patients with KIT mutated melanoma.\[[@ref84][@ref85][@ref86]\]

Two Phase II trials utilizing imatinib in melanoma patients with c-kit aberrations have been completed. Carvajal *et al*. conducted a single group, open-label, Phase II trial in patients with metastatic melanoma arising from mucosal, acral or chronic sun damaged and c-kit mutations or amplification.\[[@ref80]\] The overall durable RR was 16%, with 2 CR lasting 94 and 95 weeks and a median OS of 46.3 weeks. Guo *et al*. also conducted a Phase II open label single arm trial of imatinib in metastatic melanoma patients with c-kit mutations or amplification.\[[@ref87]\] 10 of 43 patients had a partial response (23%), with 42% of patients demonstrating regression of tumors. 9 of the 10 responses had c-kit mutations in exons 11 or 13. Other oral TKI\'s with KIT inhibitor activity-dasatinib, nilotinib, sorafenib and sunitinib, have also been reported to induce responses in melanoma patient with KIT mutations.\[[@ref88][@ref89][@ref90][@ref91][@ref92]\] Ongoing clinical trials utilizing drugs targeting c-kit mutations in melanoma will continue to define their role in this disease.

PROGRAMMED DEATH-1 RECEPTOR {#sec1-9}
===========================

As discussed previously, melanoma is one of the most immunogenic cancers known to mankind. There are various checkpoints which limit immune activation, thus preventing immune destruction of healthy tissues, but this unfortunately also allows cancer cells to undergo "immune escape". PD-1 receptor, like CTLA-4, is a negative regulator of the immune system resulting in termination of the immune response. PD-L1 and PD-L2 are the ligands which bind to PD-1 and are expressed primarily by inflamed tissue and in the tumor microenvironment.\[[@ref9]\] PD-L1 is the predominant ligand preferentially expressed by solid tumors.\[[@ref93]\] Different from CTLA-4\'s interaction with B7, which occurs in lymphoid tissue during the priming phase of a T-cell response, PD-1\'s interaction is predominantly in the effector phase of a T-cell response thus preventing tissue damage.\[[@ref9]\] Due to this, blockade of the PD-1 pathway has been postulated to cause fewer side effects when compared to CTLA-4 blockade. Pre-clinically, blockade of the interaction of PD-L1 with PD-1 has been shown to induce immunity and tumor regression.\[[@ref94]\]

Nivolumab is a fully human IgG4 blocking monoclonal antibody targeting PD-1. In a Phase I dose escalation trial across several tumor types, 28% (26/94) of melanoma patients achieved a response.\[[@ref95]\] Of these, 50% were durable, lasting a year or more. Of patients that had a tumor biopsy done, patient\'s tumors expressing PD-L1 had a higher objective RR (36%) than those that did not (0%). Nivolumab has also been shown to produce responses with re-induction of therapy after relapse of disease.\[[@ref96]\] A second anti-PD-1 antibody, lambrolizumab produced a similar high RR of 38% in a Phase 1 trial in melanoma in patients (*n* = 135) who had previously been treated with other therapy, which included ipilimumab in 36% of patients.\[[@ref97]\] The PFS for the entire cohort was greater than 7 months and the vast majority of patients who experienced a response had it ongoing at the time of analysis. A third antibody, BMS-936559 in the investigation in this class is a fully human IgG4 monoclonal antibody targeting PD-L1. In a Phase 1 trial reported in 2012, the RR in melanoma was 17.3% with 3 CRs and 55% of responses lasting 1 year or longer.\[[@ref98]\]

Encouragingly, data from the Phase I trials targeting the PD-1 axis appear to suggest that iRAE\'s occur less often and at a lower grade when compared to CTLA-4 inhibitors. However one serious new safety signal gleaned was pneumonitis, which occurred in 3% (9 of 296) of patients and proved fatal in 3 patients (1%) treated with nivolumab. Phase II and III clinical trials are currently underway evaluating the efficacy of these three drugs in melanoma, either as single agents as well as in combination with other immunotherapy and targeted agents. Several other compounds targeting the PD-1 pathway (Pidilizumab, AMP224, MPDL3280A) are in early stage clinical development. With their demonstrated efficacy in patients refractory to other standard lines of therapy, it is very likely that this class will move to the forefront of melanoma therapy over the next decade.

OTHER PATHWAYS OF INTEREST OR IN DEVELOPMENT {#sec1-10}
============================================

Mutations in NRAS, which modulates survival and proliferation of melanoma, are present in 15-20% of cutaneous melanomas and are virtually mutually exclusive with BRAF (\<1%).\[[@ref38][@ref99]\] To date, no drugs have been developed which inhibit mutant NRAS. MEK inhibition alone was shown to be effective in NRAS mutant melanoma cells lines.\[[@ref100]\] The MEK inhibitors selumetinib and trametinib failed to show activity in NRAS mutant melanoma.\[[@ref44][@ref46]\] Recently MEK162, a MEK1/2 inhibitor, has shown some promising initial activity in NRAS mutant melanoma, with a 20% RR in a Phase II trial.\[[@ref101]\] Overall, 63% of patients had disease control, but this was unfortunately short lived, with median PFS of 3.7 months. Pre-clinically, *in vitro* and *in vivo*, combined inhibition of MEK and PI3K/mTOR has been shown to more effectively inhibit NRAS mutant melanoma.\[[@ref58]\] Immunotherapy also appears to be promising in this patient cohort as mutant NRAS was shown to be predictive of response to HD IL-2 in one retrospective review combining data from 2 high-volume treatment centers.\[[@ref102]\]

GNAQ or GNA11 mutations, present in 83% of uveal melanomas cause activation of the MAPK pathway.\[[@ref103]\] Currently, there are no drugs which directly target either mutation, but MEK inhibitors have shown some initial promising activity. Of 18 metastatic uveal melanoma patients treated with selumetinib, five had radiographic regression with two exhibiting a partial response.\[[@ref104]\] TAK733, another MEK inhibitor, has also shown activity against uveal melanoma cell lines.\[[@ref92]\] Ongoing work is aiming to improve treatment options for patients with metastatic uveal melanoma and GNAQ/GNA11 mutations as chemotherapy and immunotherapy trials have largely been unsuccessful in this disease.

IS IT TIME TO PERSONALIZE AN APPROACH YET? {#sec1-11}
==========================================

Despite dramatic improvements in our therapeutic armamentarium, the vast majority of patients with metastatic melanoma succumb to their disease suggesting that ongoing investigations remain pivotal to further progress in this field. However, we are at a juncture where we can initiate a streamlined approach to an individual patient based on genotype in addition to the usual clinical characteristics such as disease burden and performance status. After two decades of therapeutic nihilism in melanoma, the challenge for the treating oncologist during this *renaissance* in melanoma therapy is to identify the most appropriate and safest approach for a patient taking into account the nuances of the new therapies now available. While it is tempting to combine available drugs given their non-overlapping mechanisms of action, this practice should only be guided by rigorously conducted trials. Combined CTLA4 and BRAF inhibition appeared to be an intuitive and exciting approach, but Phase I data revealed significant dose-limiting hepatotoxicity with the combination of ipilimumab and vemurafenib.\[[@ref105]\]

All patients with unresectable or advanced melanoma must routinely have their tumor tissue tested for BRAF^V600^ mutations as initial stratification. Mutational testing for CKIT should be sought under appropriate clinical circumstances within an enriched population, e.g. patients with mucosal or acral melanomas. Immunotherapy offers the greatest potential for long-term durable responses, including cure in a minority of patients with metastatic melanoma. This curative potential is unique within the domain of solid-tumor medicine where palliation remains the norm for most advanced cancers. Hence it is our belief that patients with metastatic melanoma should be treated with immunotherapy in the first-line, including HD IL-2 for the appropriate candidate who meets rigorous cardio-pulmonary criteria to receive this drug. For patients not candidates for HD IL-2 or who progress after treatment with HD IL-2, ipilimumab as a single agent is a very appropriate choice for therapy. For patients with symptomatic or rapidly progressive disease that is BRAF^V600^ mutant, initiating therapy with either of the approved BRAF inhibitors is the obvious choice given their ability to induce rapid responses. Delaying a BRAF inhibitor to second-line and beyond therapy has not been shown to be detrimental to patient outcome. The role of MEK inhibitors in BRAF^V600^ mutant melanoma will likely become better defined once efficacy and survival results examining it in combination with BRAF inhibitors in ongoing trials are available. Finally, the rapidly evolving role of PD-1 blockade within this dynamic field will undoubtedly change paradigms of management in the very near future.\[[@ref106]\]

The importance of clinical trials to enable us better understand the optimal treatment and sequencing in melanoma cannot be overstated. Genomic profiling and biomarker driven studies will hopefully pave the way to truly personalize therapy for patients with the eventual goal of redefining survivorship in this deadly disease where nihilism was the rule, rather than the exception. We believe we will see this change soon.
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